We Design AI for Adoption by Realizing the Challenges in Your Business
AI Implementation often focuses on technology and capabilities without fully realizing the constraints and operationalization
required to deliver real business value. Neal Analytics challenges that paradigm by putting the business first.

Neal Analytics Can Help

Our Services

We were founded on the premise that current
approaches to AI and analytics can be improved. There is
a growing need for crisp, actionable business insight with
precise approaches and smaller budgets.



We Create Thoughtful,
Tightly-Scoped Business
Solutions to Fit Your Needs

We make data talk by asking
the right questions, designing
for information agility, and
harnessing the right data,
tools, and workflow to
create tailored, impactful
knowledge approaches.

Our Approach Is Unique
With deep business, consulting, and technology
experience, Neal Analytics transcends typical services
provided by most consulting firms. Our methodology
blends sophisticated techniques in data science and
management consulting with the practical needs of
business managers to create solutions that work.
By helping you ask the right
questions, our business
We Bring a Holistic
analysts and management
Skillset with a Laser Focus
consultants diagnose the
on Business Outcomes
source of your business
pain. Our data scientists apply
specialized expertise to answer
questions arising from these conversations. Our
technologists build efficient processes and tools to
squeeze the juice out of new or existing data. The result is
a unique and powerful set of data, AI, and business
solutions that enable data-driven decision making. If
required, we stay with you to ensure the delivery of
continuous value.

IT Infrastructure
− Data Estate Design & Implementation
− Security, DevOps, & Governance
− Data Modernization & Migration
− Cloud Design & Engineering



AI/ML Specialists
− Intelligent Automation
− Predictive Analytics
− Computer Vision
− Advanced Data Visualization & Analysis



Business Strategy & Process
− Strategic Alignment & Prioritization
− Business Process Reengineering
− Change Management

Our Results
Clients report value added from our unique blend of
business acumen and technical expertise. We have:


Improved process efficiencies



Identification of new profit levers



Created new business models



Increased agility in a mercurial market



Developed reliable partnerships for change
management

Speak to Us
We seek out challenging business problems across
business functions and industries. Let us bring you fresh
perspectives and data-driven solutions for your next
business win!
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